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ABSTRACT
This paper describes and summarizes experiences of Masaryk
University team MIRMU with the mathematical search per-
formed for the NTCIR pilot Math Task. Our approach is
the similarity search based on enhanced full text search uti-
lizing attested state-of-the-art techniques and implementa-
tions. The variability of used Math Indexer and Searcher
(MIaS) system in terms of the math query notation was
tested by submitting multiple runs with four query nota-
tions provided. The analysis of the evaluation results shows
that the system performs best using TEX queries that are
translated to combined Presentation-Content MathML.

Team Name
MIRMU (Math Information Retrieval at Masaryk Univer-
sity)

Subtasks
Math Retrieval Subtask

Keywords
math, search, similarity search, math information retrieval,
MIR, MIaS, evaluation, math representation and indexing

1. INTRODUCTION
Math information retrieval (MIR) starts to be recognized

as an important very domain-specific sort of information re-
trieval research field.

Masaryk University (MU) has entered the area of MIR
during the development of the Czech Digital Mathematics
Library DML-CZ in mid nineties. It became obvious that
Digital Mathematical Libraries (DMLs) are specific in many
aspects. This fact motivated and triggered establishment of
DML workshop series in 2008 [7].

Some papers in DMLs consist of more formulae than texts,
and we started to think about representation and indexing
of mathematical formulae in addition to texts. Because for-
mulae appearing even in the main metadata (title, abstract,
references) were not properly recognized, represented, and
indexed, handling of math in Google Scholar or DMLs was
notably suboptimal. There was no widely acceptable user
interface and representation for math formulae in informa-
tion retrieval (IR). TEX math has been designed for type-
setting and optimized for minimal stroke typing. Luckily,
logical math markup of LATEX is widespread now, and AMS
packages cover most of math needed in IR.

We have designed and developed first math formulae in-
dexing and retrieval prototypes in the series of Bachelor the-
sis [2, 5]. Math formulae are structures appearing within
accompanying texts that convey meaning and relations be-
tween objects mentioned in the text. They could be repre-
sented as trees and one could define formulae similarity as
tree structure similarity.

The working prototypes were further experimented with,
developed, researched [9, 10], discussed at DML panels and
evaluated [6]. First MIR specific workshop was co-organized
in Bremen in 2012, to heat the discussions about MIR as a
gateway to the vast knowledge stored in DMLs.

MU has partnered in the development of the European
Digital Mathematics Library, EuDML [11], where it has
been decided to support math formulae search, as one of
math specific features. [12] We have also paid attention to
the user interface aspects—formulae is rendered as user types
by rendering the formulae after every keystroke [13, Section
3.5]. To the best of our knowledge, EuDML with MIaS is
the first digital library collecting non-born-digital PDFs that
supports math search in fulltexts. Mathematician all over
the world can used it and practise math search as a mean
to narrow their search with math formulae facets.

The paper is structured as follows. In the Section 2 we
give a brief overview of our approach used in our MIaS sys-
tem. Section 3 describes run that MIRMU team submitted
for NTCIR Math tasks, with scripts used for automation of
querying. In the Section 4 our approach in all three par-
ticipated subtasks is revealed. Results are discussed in the
Section 5. We conclude with summary and further develop-
ment thoughts in the Section 6.

2. OVERVIEW
Our approach to searching mathematical content in docu-

ments is based on conventional full-text searching. As math-
ematical notation, e.g. expressions and formulae, is highly
structured, we preprocess mathematical content in order to
be processable by full-text searching methods. The prepro-
cessing procedures include canonicalization, which is very
important in order to allow matching of two equal formulae
with slight notational differences [3]. Therefore, the level
of canonicalization needs to be as high as possible. Then,
to allow searching of subformulae, expressions are tokenized
and subtrees of formulae extracted. Subformulae are stored
in the locations of their original forms so they can be easily
located at the query time. To be able to search for similar
expressions, we propose several generalization preprocess-
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ing techniques. These include unification of variables, unifi-
cation of number constants and font typeface preservation.
These aim to increase the recall of mathematical search. To
increase the precision, we rank each indexed expression ac-
cording to its distance from the original non-tokenized for-
mula. The less unified subformulae extracted from a higher
level of the original formula tree, the higher weight factor
it gets. Assigned weights affect the ordering of retrieved
results.

The factors that influence resulting weights of indexed
subformulae are adjustable. Different document collections,
i.e. from different STEM fields, benefit from different setups.
The current setup reflects our generic view of distance of ex-
tracted subformulae to their original trees. Different setup
might influence the order of retrieved results significantly.
From the evaluation point of view, different setups bring
different hits to the pooling resulting in higher or lower rel-
evancy. There is no ideal set of factors, however, we want
to reach to the optimal setup by repetitive evaluation as
discussed in the Section 6.

We developed a search system according to these prin-
ciples. MIaS (Math Indexer and Searcher) is a math-aware
full-text based search engine. It is based on the state-of-the-
art searching library Lucene. It supports combined text and
math searching. Refinement of many text query results by
adding a math query is believed to be a very powerful tool.
Mathematical preprocessing is a plug-in that can be used
with any Lucene or Solr based systems. This is the case of
EuDML. MIaS processes documents with mathematics en-
coded in Presentation or Content MathML. At the end of the
preprocessing, expression trees are linearized to compacted
string form to reduce index space requirements.

The very straightforward query interface of MIaS consists
of only one input field. Users can type in textual queries
together with math queries encoded using LATEX notation
as well as MathML notation. Query is on-the-fly visualized
as ‘typeset’ formula in user’s web browser to allow users to
verify the correctness of the mathematical part of the query.
Along the basic information about retrieved documents the
result list shows a snippet with highlighted text and math
tokens that are the most significant in the document’s rank.
This allows for quick primary evaluation of the documents
relevance to user’s query.

Alongside interactive web querying interface MIaS offers
searching using web services. This is a indispensable feature
for automated querying that was used to retrieve evaluation
results for the NTCIR Math Task. [1]

MIaS participated in the MIR 2012 Happening evaluation
workshop with good performance. Further evaluation for
both effectiveness and efficiency using MIR Happening as
well as NTCIR Math Task collections was done in [6].

For a more detailed description of all parts of the system
the reader is referred to [9, 8, 6].

3. AUTOMATIC QUERYING SCRIPTS
Availability of the task inputs in the XML format sup-

plemented by MIaS web service interface allowed us to fully
automatize the task data processing.

For the Formula Search and Full Text Search subtasks the
batch querying script read subtask topic specifications from
the particular XML file and constructed four different XML
queries for the MIaS web service interface for each of the
subtask topics:

PMath query The query contained Presentation MathML
code specified in the pquery element of the subtask
topic XML specification. In the case of the Full Text
Search subtask, plain text from the words element of
the particular topic was added to the end of the query.

The input MathML code was slightly modified—each
occurrence of the construction

<mws:qvar xmlns:mws="http://www.mathweb.org/mws/ns"
name="X"/>

was substituted for a simple <mi>X</mi> statement.

CMath query This query was constructed in the very same
way as the PMath query but using Content MathML,
i.e. cquery element was used instead of the pquery el-
ement and qvar was substituted for the ci element.

PCMath query This query combines both Presentation
and Content MathML, i.e. the query is constructed as
concatenation of the Presentation MathML from the
PMath query and Content MathML from the CMath
query, in the case of the Full Text Search subtask fol-
lowed by the plain text from the words element.

TEX The last query is similar to the previous ones but the
TEX code from the TeXquery element was used instead
of the MathML. There was no modification of the TEX
statement except for a single dollar sign ($) added on
both sides of the original statement to properly indi-
cate TEX encoded part of the query to the MIaS sys-
tem.

Presentation MathML is widely used XML encoding of
mathematical contents and is often used together with the
XHTML markup language on the web. It is also used as
a common format for data interchange among various com-
puter systems. Encoding just the appearance of the formulae
it is reasonably easy to generate Presentation MathML from
other languages, e.g. TEX. Being widely used we believe a
math-aware search engine have to be able to cope well with
this MathML encoding.

On the other hand, Content MathML encodes meaning
of the formulae. With proper normalization of the input
encoding, it should be easier to find similar formulae using
this form of MathML. Through the CMath and PCMath
queries we wanted to compare behaviour of our system in
contrast to the query using Presentation MathML notation.

The TEX query was used to investigate impact of the
LATEX to MathML on-the-fly conversion that is performed
by the MIaS system if the user ask queries in this ‘human-
friendly’ language.

For the Open Information Retrieval subtask we had to
prepare MIaS queries based on the natural text specification
of the problem. Queries were constructed as set of keywords
for each topic usually extended by mathematical formula
in the TEX notation. Technically, query was constructed
similarly to the TEX queries for the Full Text Search subtask.
To allow automation of the subtask processing our query
data was saved in a simple machine processable plain text
format that was read by the batch script.

The constructed XML query was sent to the MIaS web
service. Two different indexes were used—for the Formula
Search subtask index for finding and retrieving single for-
mulae was used, the Full Text Search and Open Information
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Retrieval subtasks used standard MIaS index for document
finding (see Section 4).

MIaS web service answered in a XML format. The an-
swer was analyzed by our script and three different output
formats were created.

text The text format was constructed according to the NT-
CIR Math Task requirements for the text results sub-
mission format. Topic ID, found document/formula
ID and its rank (order in the result list) together with
MIaS score assigned to the result and identifier of the
run was presented in a simple plain text format.

XML The NTCIR Math Task defines also XML format for
submission of the results. This file encodes in XML
similar information as the text format and was used
for final submission of the MIRMU results.

HTML For investigation of the results during the tuning of
the system and queries we generated HTML summary
of the results. In this format, plain text representa-
tion of the results in the NTCIR Math Task format
was shown. However, in addition to that hyperlinks
for direct navigation to the WebMIaS interface were
available for interactive investigation of the queries and
results together with MIaS web service response XML.
See Figure 1.

The querying process of all nine runs we performed for
participation in the NTCIR Math Task took less than one
hour (roughly 6 minutes each) of clock time on a standard
PC workstation.

4. MATH RETRIEVAL SUBTASK
MIRMU team participated in the Math Retrieval Sub-

task with contributions to all three types of search: Formula
Search, Full Text Search and Open Information Retrieval.

Full Text Search simulated the standard use of a search
system—queries comprised math expressions as well as text.
For each query, the system returned a list of documents as
they were provided in the test collection. No special modi-
fications were therefore needed.

For the Formula Search, however, several adjustments were
necessary. Formula Search aimed at retrieving independent
formulae located in the provided documents. If, for exam-
ple, a document contained 100 formulae, each of them could
be retrieved as a hit on its own. This is a difference to the
normal workflow. However, flexible design of MIaS allowed
us to index every formula as an independent index document
containing only that formula by adding a special document
handler.

For the needs of Math Retrieval Subtask, we created two
indexes from the provided document collection, that con-
tained 36,697,971 math expressions and had 7.3 GB in size.
After preprocessing, both indices stored more than 1.5 bil-
lion subexpressions. The first index, NTCIR-fragments, was
created from single formulae to complete Formula Search
search type. Every index document represented only one for-
mula from the input files, therefore, the resulting index con-
tained more than 73.5 million documents. It took 8.5 hours
to complete the index sized around 39.5 GB. The second
index called NTCIR-files was created the regular way con-
sisting both of text and formulae where one index document
represented exactly one physical document from the collec-
tion. It took 5 hours to complete the index sized around

30 GB. This comparison shows an interesting overhead of
the Formula Search index. It contains less data but is split
into more logical units which resulted in the longer indexing
time and a larger index.

Table 1: Index statistics (run on 448GiB RAM,
eight 8-core 64bit processors Intel Xeon TM X7560
2.26GHz machine)

Indexing times [min] Index
Index Wall CPU size [GB]

NTCIR-files 291.8 1649.0 30
NTCIR-fragments 513.3 2029.4 39.5

Alongside text, MIaS accepts LATEX and both Content and
Presentation MathML as a query notation for mathemat-
ics. LATEX queries are converted to combined Presentation-
Content MathML by LATEXML converter. We decided to
utilize the possibility of submission of four runs to analyse
the difference in the performance of the system with regard
to the query language. This was supported by the test query
collection that provided all of the mentioned formats for each
query. Table 2 shows differences in query language for each
run.

Table 2: Runs submitted to Formula Search and Full
Text Search

Run # Query language
1 Presentation MathML
2 Content MathML
3 Presentation and Content MathML
4 TEX

After the results publication we discovered that Run 2
and Run 3 produced exactly the same hit lists with the same
results. Therefore, we omit erroneous Run 3 from our results
analysis in Section 5. We estimate its effectiveness to be at
the same level with the TEX Run 4.

Open Information Retrieval Subtask
Open Information Retrieval subtask is probably closest to
the real use and setup of MIR both in digital library sys-
tems or on the web. People are used to query Google just
by giving small set of keywords, and find what they are look-
ing for. Mathematicians are used to write their formulae in
LATEX are are capable of specifying domain and semantically
related formulae in a query.

We took the advantage of textual index of our system—
MIaS has both text and math indexed in a Lucene based
system. Queries were written manually mainly as bag of text
and formulae. Textual area allows querying of alphabetical
or alphanumerical words, or collocations, and search was
narrowed usually by additional bag of formulae.

The second author has prepared a set queries in a text
file, from which the queries containing all text and MathML
(both Presentation and Content, by LaTeXML) were gener-
ated by a script. The strategy was to find and write down the
biggest and ‘semantically’ close set of formulae and words.
As MIaS scoring is cumulative, the more, the better, given
the laziness of user. Examples from a submitted query file is
below (query NTCIR code is follow by line of formulae and
line of textual keywords and collocations:
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Figure 1: HTML summary for the investigation of the results.

NTCIR10-OMIR-1
$p\in (1,\inf)$ $l_1(l_p)$ $l_q$
conjugate space isomorphic subspace
NTCIR10-OMIR-2
$\Gamma$ $\cal{H}$ $\pi(\Gamma)^n$
Hilbert space differential operator discrete amenable group

Neumann algebra
NTCIR10-OMIR-3
$|\nabla u|^{r-2}$
differential equation operator
NTCIR10-OMIR-4
$y^{\prime\prime}+C y^\prime$ $F : R^n \rightarrow R^n$

$p : R \rightarrow R^n$
second order vector continuous "bounded solution"

"differential equation"
NTCIR10-OMIR-5
$\implies$
reduction ad absurdum
NTCIR10-OMIR-6

four color theorem
NTCIR10-OMIR-7

associative operators quantum mechanics
NTCIR10-OMIR-8

commutative monoid
NTCIR10-OMIR-9

perfect graph theorem Lovász
NTCIR10-OMIR-10
$\implies$ $\
proof by induction
NTCIR10-OMIR-11

Nonlinearity Predicting Chaotic System
NTCIR10-OMIR-12

sequentially compact "limit point compact" compact
totally bounded complete

NTCIR10-OMIR-13

40A05
NTCIR10-OMIR-14

Riemann theta function
NTCIR10-OMIR-15
$ax^3+bx+c$
Cardano cubic equation
NTCIR10-OMIR-16
$n^5-7n^4+17n^3-18n^2+7n-1$
root polynomial
NTCIR10-OMIR-17

zero divisor invertible finite ring inverse is power
NTCIR10-OMIR-18
$f: R^3 \rightarrow R$
function derivative real-valued analysis
NTCIR10-OMIR-19

nonempty closed set intersection Banach space

For example, for the OMIR-2 query we have used as many
words and formulae as we thought could appear in a rele-
vant document. Another example worth mentioning is query
OMIR-13 where alphanumerical token of Mathematical Sub-
ject Classification code was used as the only element of the
query: ‘40A05’.

In fact, preparation of the queries was straightforward
with just few debugging queries used during the develop-
ment process, especially when one got no results.
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5. RESULTS
Overall scores of MIaS were above average of the Math

Task results [1]. Precision at rank five (P-5) of MIaS in
Run 4 was the highest from the all competing submissions.
Table 3 shows all four reported metrics for relevance level
‘relevant’. Table 4 shows the same metrics for relevance level
‘partially relevant’.

Interestingly, while other systems roughly doubled their
scores in ‘partially relevant’ metrics compared to the ‘rele-
vant’ ones (see the overview paper [1] for all results), results
of MIaS increased only slightly. We find this behavior very
interesting, as our system is a math similarity search system,
therefore we would expect ‘partially relevant’ results to be
much more successful.

We think this is caused by the design of MIaS that does
not tokenize queries. The complexity of the queries was
relatively high and MIaS does not extract subexpressions
from queries and so it searches only for the whole query
formulae. Therefore, when the query is complex, it may
match it as a whole or not at all.

We do not know the other systems in detail, but another
possible explanation for this behaviour can be different level
of unification done by the MIaS system compared to other
systems. We do match only formulae with the same struc-
ture, but there are other systems that do either full unifi-
cation or also weight and match formulae with different or
bigger structure. The unification in MIaS is done on the
leaf level of derivation trees of formulae, namely unification
of variables and unification of number constants. No unifi-
cation on the inner node level is done so far, therefore MIaS

is unable to substitute subtrees. For example,
𝑛∑︀

𝑖=1

will not

match
𝑛∑︀

𝑖=𝑛−5

as (𝑛− 5) is a different subtree to 1.

Another use case is when searching small formulae. In
MIaS, every subcomponent of a complex formula is indexed.
Thus, even frequent simple formulae queries such as 𝑥2 that
occur in a large fraction of all the documents contributes
slightly to the partial relevance of each of these documents.
Therefore, almost every document is partially relevant and
the discrimination between documents is small. Possible
remedy is to use equivalent of inverse document frequency
scheme (IDF) weighting for math structure (size)—inverse
math structure document frequency (IMSDF): the more fre-
quent formulae [structure] occur in the documents the less
weight it will get during indexing, e.g. the weight will be
multiplied by log #ofalldocuments

# of structurally same formulae
.

Both tables show that the most successful run was Run 4
that used TEX queries. Precision was the best in Run 2.
Run 4 retrieved 50 % more results than Runs 2 but only few
of these additional items were judged as relevant or partially
relevant.

Table 3: Result metrics for submitted runs in For-
mula Search with Relevance Level ≥ 3 (Relevant)

Metric Run 1 Run 2 Run 4
P-10 avg 0.105 0.191 0.219
P-5 avg 0.133 0.229 0.276

MAP avg 0.060 0.112 0.127

Precision
0.109 0.185 0.123

(64/589) (92/496) (96/778)

Table 4: Result metrics for submitted runs in For-
mula Search with Relevance Level ≥ 1 (Partially rel-
evant)

Metric Run 1 Run 2 Run 4
P-10 avg 0.143 0.214 0.267
P-5 avg 0.181 0.267 0.343

MAP avg 0.066 0.081 0.100

Precision
0.148 0.232 0.161

(87/589) (115/496) (125/778)

Unfortunately, there has been a cardinal misunderstand-
ing about what the results of Full Text and OMIR searches
should report. Our search system for mathematics MIaS
and, to our knowledge, the majority of standard search en-
gines are designed to report results at the document level.
With MIR system, one can search only with formulae, but
still expects whole documents to be returned as results. This
becomes even more obvious, when math query is combined
with text to make the query more precise which, we be-
lieve, is the right way of making use of math search capabil-
ity. This is exactly the case of Full Text and OMIR search
types. Queries consisted of both text and math which ex-
actly simulates the right usage of MIR systems. We do not
understand how only formula references can justify results
of mixed math-textual query. Additionally, as our system
is based on full-text search, we consider the implicit combi-
nation of math and text search with the powerful weighting
function as one of our biggest advantages of our system. On
the other hand, we understand the severity of evaluating the
whole documents as results.

Nevertheless, our team posted document identifications
as results in both Full Text and OMIR searches which made
them invalid. Our system therefore could not be evaluated
in these natural search types.

6. CONCLUSIONS
Our participation in the NTCIR pilot Math Task was very

useful and motivating for the development of our system.
It provides unique opportunity to directly compare different
systems with different approaches on the same data set. Our
MIaS system achieved satisfactory results in the targeted
subtasks.

We would like to inspect on every judged results that we
posted to understand its non/relevancy to the respective
query. The MIaS system matches every formula in the same
manner and yet, there are results returned by our system
some of which were found relevant also by the judges and
some of which were found non-relevant. We hope to find pat-
terns in what makes some results non-relevant which could
lead us to improving our system.

The Math Pilot Task detected the best query language
for our system with the respect to the effectiveness of the
system. It is a TEX notation that is translated to MathML
parallel Presentation-Content markup. This is gratifying
news as we also want TEX to be used as the main query
language since it is much used by the scientists and therefore
well known. To encourage TEX input to the WebMIaS (web
interface of our system), we added the on-the-fly rendering
of the input formula for a better user experience and the
verification of correctness of the formula.
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We discovered, that ability to evaluate is very valuable in
information retrieval. It is a driving force in the evolution
process of IR systems, more so if it is impartial as for ex-
ample at the NTCIR conference task. But, to justify the
development on a day to day basis, we need our own col-
lection with gold standards against which we could evaluate
our development steps. All of the participants as well as the
organizers of the Math Pilot Task recognized the difficulties
connected to evaluating math search systems. Our future
goal is to create our own, gold standard evaluation collec-
tion. We find it a prerequisite to the further development of
retrieval techniques.

Future Work
We established the best query language for mathematical
part of queries. In the following Math Task, and we hope
there will be one, we will elaborate more on the weighting
function and make use of the runs by submitting results
generated with different factors that are used for the com-
putation of the similarity between the original formula and
its derived forms. This can shuffle the order of search results
to make more relevant hits appear higher in the result list.

Some ideas and aims of the future development of MIaS
and related tools are summarized in [8]. We believe that
the way to increase the practical usability and success of a
MIR system like MIaS is conditioned by better relevance and
speed (users love instant feedback). We plan to experiment
with several tier indexing for speed and prioritization of se-
mantics (Context MathML). A prerequisite for increasing
the relevance is better formulae disambiguation and canon-
icalization. The road to it is paved by the full natural lan-
guage processing of the corpora of math texts (part of speech
tagging, named entity recognition, document classification)
and further method adapted for math from corpus linguistics
done on texts as methods for computing semantic related-
ness. This would allow us to take participation in the Math
Understanding Task next NTCIR. In this context and in
long term we expect to experiment with Explicit Semantic
Analysis (ESA) [4] adapted to MIR using also math for-
mulae, connotations and named entities to model semantic
relatedness. We plan to measure its impact on MIR qual-
ities on a developed reference document and query corpus
for MIR evaluation.
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